Hanbury Strategy

London

22 days remaining

£40k - £50k

Ref: Hanbury-Data-19

Hanbury Strategy is looking for a new data scientist. Described as 'one of the most exciting start-ups in public affairs for some years' Hanbury is a fast-growth consultancy with brilliant people and stellar clients.

We are looking for an ambitious and entrepreneurial data scientist. You will work directly with colleagues of all levels of seniority within the company, providing the opportunity to develop your skills alongside people from across the worlds of politics and media.

**We have:**

- Offices located in the brilliant Second Home co-working space with an onsite cafe, showers, yoga, live music, film screenings
- 28 days holiday (excluding Bank Holidays)
- An say in how we build the company in our regular internal strategy brainstorms
- Doctor Care Anywhere – providing you with access to medical appointments whenever you need it
- Training courses tailored to your personal ambitions and goals
- £40k - £50k depending on experience

**You have:**

- A real interest in politics
- A dedication to producing high quality work
- An entrepreneurial spirit and a desire to innovate and develop new models
- The appetite and flexibility to work with clients across a range of industries
- A personable approach and you are a team-player
- Experience in data analysis and familiarity with at least one programming language, particularly Python or R
A typical day might include the following:

- Building and maintaining complex databases for data modelling using Python
- Interpreting and presenting quantitative insights for clients
- Contributing to innovative quantitative research projects
- Producing briefings and insights on events and trends in the UK and internationally
- Working with data scientists to draw insights from multiple data sources